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Initial Setup: Flush Before Use: Run water through your Active Pure 
Filter for about 3 minutes before its first use. This can be done into a 
bucket or directly into the sink if the tubing is long enough.

Flushing Process: Ensure the filter is disconnected from any other 
systems or filters it's connected to. Flush it on its own to avoid 
cross-contamination.

Post-Flush Check: Always inspect the filter connections for leaks. If 
there are no leaks, your setup is complete!

Flow Rate and Pressure:

● Flow Rate Caution: Keep water flow under 2 liters per minute. 
Faster flow can hinder effective filtration.

● Working Pressure: Ideal pressure is between 15 - 60 PSI. Use a 
pressure reducing valve if your water pressure exceeds 55PSI.

● Temperature Range: Ensure usage within 5 - 40°C.

Mounting: Use the included wall brackets for secure installation inside 
a cupboard.

Tubing Tips:

● Cutting Tubing: Always use a sharp knife for a clean cut. Avoid 
scissors or dull knives as they may damage the tube and cause 
leaks.

● Connecting Tubing: Insert the tubing about 20mm into the 
connector.

● Disconnecting Tubing: Press down on the O-ring and gently pull 
the tubing out.

Professional Help: We recommend getting a professional for 
installation to ensure everything is set up correctly. Ionza won't be 
liable for issues from incorrect installation.

Further Assistance: Visit our product page at www.ionza.co.nz for 
more detailed information.
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Active Pure Filter Installation

The active pure should be downstream/after a Sediment Filter 
and Nitrate NIT10 and upstream/before a FLuorEx Max, Alka Spring, 
Ultra
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images are 
an example 
only, You 
may have a 
different 
layout and 
other filters
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Products on our Website that should have 
this manual include: 

Our Active Pure Filter(s) that are purchased 
for the first time

Do you prefer video 
Instruction ? 
Scan Code for a brief 
video on how to 
insert/remove tube from 
john guest fittings

Do you prefer video 
Instruction ? 
Scan Code for a brief 
video on how to cut the 
tubing


